
'89 
Mustang 

Ford ponies up for a Mazda sportster 

By Christopher A. Sawyer 

Ford is on the verge of taking up with a 
Japanese-American filly as it prepares 
-eventually-to kill off its all 

American pony car. The Mustang, still a 
legend despite its periodic falls from grace 
over the years , is to become a "Mazstang" 
as Ford turns to its Japanese partner , 
Mazda , for help in building a successor. 

Part of the reason for this turn of events 
was General Motors ' GM 80 project. Had 
GM 80 reached completion, the Mazstang 
-as Ford insiders have dubbed the car
would by 1990 have been going head-to
head with a front-drive Camaro/Firebird . 
(Scuttled when costs got out of hand, the 
GM 80 was heavier, slower and wider
yes, wider-than the present cars.) The 
quickest way Ford saw to match GM ' s 
move was to call on Mazda, which was al-
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ready in the process of redesigning the 626 
(due for introduction in Japan in May). 

Other factors in the decision included the 
prohibitive costs of redesigning the present 
car to accept passive restraints and of mov
ing its production to a plant where the 
paint booths meet air pollution standards. 
As it stands , the current Mustang will prob
ably disappear around 1990, a year or so 
after the Mazstang debuts . 

The Mazstang should sit on a sub-lOOin 
wheelbase and cast a shadow that i's no 
more than 180in long. Height should be in 
the 51 in range and width should stay under 
67in. Except for a shorter wheelbase and 
less width , it is very close to the pres
ent Mustang ' s size. However the switch to 
front-drive and the possible inclusion of the 
626 four-wheel-steering system will make 

power slides a thing of the past , 

Likewise we can say goodbye to V8 
power. The base version of the new car will 
come with the same 2.0liter now in the 626 . 
(The 626 GT's turbo motor will also be of
fered,) The 2.5 from the Taurus will show 
up later on, and two V6s--Dne Ford , one 
Mazda-will be offered. The Mazstang GT 
will be powered by a 175bhp version of 
Mazda's sohc V6. Zero-to-sixty times in the 
low sevens should be possible with a five
speed transmission, which would make the 
Maztang reasonably competitive with the 
current rear-drive , V8-powered GT. 

Front suspension will consist of Mac
Pherson struts , asymmetric control arms , 
coi l springs and an anti-roll bar. An im
proved version of the 626 Turbo ' s automati
cally adjusting suspension hardware will 
also be offered. At the rear the new Mus
tang will stick with the 626's dual links , coil 
springs, and anti-roll bar. 

High power versions will get four-wheel 
disc brakes and an anti-lock braking system. 
These will sit behind 15in alloy wheels 
sporting Goodyear Eagle GT + 4 rubber. 

Visually the Mazstang will follow aero
dynamic principles more closely than 
today's car. The sketches shown here are 
based on sightings by staff members and 
deep-cover sources, plus photos (not shown) 
of lightly disguised prototypes . 

From the front the new car resembles a 
taller , thinner RX-7. A slight " power 
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Prototype discovered at Ford complex in Dear
born was draped and sported false panels-llke 
breadwagon backside-to throw off the curious 

bulge" in the hood adds interest to what 
might have been a featureless face. A chis
eled front fender character line begins where 
the bumper cap ends and runs back to blend 

. into a pair of aerodynamic mirrors . This 
styling cue has a radical angle of attack and 
extends rearw~rd through the greenhouse 
portion of the car. Flush windows are used 
all around , and the glass will extend around 
to the hatch cut line, hiding the B-pillars in 
the process . Such extensive use of glass will 
likely bother the engineers responsible for 
making the car as light as possible. 

An all-glass hatch highlights the rear and 
holds court over a simple tail design. For 
the sake of continuity the rear will re
semble the present Mustang's and a spoiler 
will grace the back of the sporty version . 

Inside, a very Japanese interior awaits. 
Highlighted by a driver-oriented set of an-
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alog gauges, the interior nevertheless car
ries a certain .amount of "Tokyo flash." 
One departure enthusiasts may notice is that 
the speedometer is left of center in the in
strument cluster, the tach is on the right 
Gust the opposite of recent Ford practice). 

The 626, basis of the new Mustang, may 
in fact be a development of the 323, if the 
number of stretched 323s on the streets of 
Dearborn recently is an indication . If this 
is the case then Mazda will be able to halve 
the new car's development time without 
cutting corners on anything but expense . 
However, the 323 mules could be related to 
the upcoming CT 20, the Mazda-designed 
Escort replacement. . 

Prices for. the Flat Rock, Mich-built Maz
stang should begin around the $8645 price 
of the present low line Mustang and go all 

the way up to nearly $16,000 for the all
singing, all-dancing model. This will put 
the car up against such heavy-hitters as the 
Honda Prelude and Toyota Celica GTS. 

As to what the car will be called, we 
hear that some of Ford's less imaginative 
executives favor "Mustang IV" . Others in 
the company refer to it as the " Mustang , 
Too," a wry reference to the late, not ter
ribly lamented Mustang II of the mid- '70s. 

Though the auto industry has seen many 
changes in the recent past, few ever thought 
they 'd see the original pony car wear a ki
mono. Ford has taken a step it hopes will 
allow it to offer more car for the money 
while also providing high-level acceleration , 
ride and handling. But its biggest hope must 
be that traditional pony car fans will accept 
the new cross-breed . AW 
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